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Straightahead and 
Strive for Tone
by Marty Ehrlich

I will decline to use the megaphone, as people say I’m 
loud enough as it is on my horns. Herein are a few 
ideas, beliefs and questions I’ve been thinking over for 
a good while.
 Did Charles Parker really say, “Straightahead and 
strive for tone”, tongue possibly in cheek? That line at 
least supports the view that if you can get a whole 
story in a note, you are off to a good start. I think there 
is no end to the unique tonal worlds we can get out of 
these horns.
 How long did John Coltrane work on the way he 
reached toward a held note, not necessarily the one in 
the altissimo register he broke into a dozen shards, but 
the one that is the penultimate note of the phrase none 
the less, when he’d back off a bit, hold the pitch dead 
on and what you heard then was this hidden grain in 
the sound? I guess that every day is the answer, in his 
imagination if nowhere else, though the historical 
record leaves very few days when it didn’t seem to 
involve moving air past wood into metal. It’s interesting 
how much restraint you can hear in his playing. 
 Do you think this is a healthy time for “The 
Music”, whatever term(s) you use for the sounds that 
got you reading this journal in the first place? It seems 
that a thousand flowers do bloom. It may be a stretch 
to say that the number of listeners is growing at the 
rate of the practitioners, but maybe not. I surely know 
only part of the story. That same Coltrane gentleman, 
on those historic recordings from the Village Vanguard 
seemed to have fewer hands clapping during the week 
nights than we may have thought, inspired as those 
hands may have become. Maybe this has always been 
more about the communion between artists who are 
stubborn about their individuality and small groups of 
passionate listeners. 
 Don’t turn the page when I say this: Charles 
Parker may not have been an improviser in the way the 

word is generally used. Not that he planned things out 
beforehand. It’s just that he seemed to have a mind like 
a steel trap and he worked on this one composition we 
call a Bird solo over a very long time, from moment to 
moment. (I think that if I had a mind like his, I might 
want a bit of a drink myself from time to time, just for 
some breathing room.) His solos gave off this great 
illusion. When committed to paper, you notice that 
there are many of the same facets at play. But in the 
world of sound, it was more like the myriad reflections 
off of a crystal in bright light. And while these facets 
within facets were spinning through these brilliant 
‘comprovisations’, Bird slowed down just enough to 
play dozens of popular melodies of the day with a 
heart-breaking beauty.
 I’ve been listening a bunch to the recording Sonny 
Rollins +3. I think Sonny was a young 65 years old 
when he made this one. I don’t buy the argument that 
he did his greatest work when he was a young man. 
There is a particular passion in his playing here, 
sudden openings of uncharted flight and a total 
identification with the melody, which sounds to me 
like something you get to only over time, a lot of time. 
 My father asked me on the phone, years ago, 
“Why can’t you get a job with this Sonny Rollins 
fellow?” Jerome Harris was my roommate at the time 
and he was usually working on bass guitar with Sonny 
when my parents called. I’d like to say that this story 
shows the great faith my father had in me, because he 
surely did, but it wasn’t because he knew the stature 
(or maybe even the instrument) of Sonny Rollins. He 
just wanted me to be working. And if my father were 
around now I’d tell him that I do have that job. We all 
have a job with this Sonny Rollins fellow, stubborn 
practitioner and engaged listener. With at least one 
caveat. I think often about what I once heard Lester 
Bowie say about his years with the Art Ensemble of 
Chicago. That they had to have some bad nights to 
have the really good ones. I only heard some great 
ones, but I know from what he is speaking. We are 
engaging in an art form in which something sometimes 
called failure has an important role. Monk supposedly 
said, “There are normal mistakes and those that don’t 
sound so good.” And maybe Miles did say, “If you 

aren’t making mistakes, you ain’t playin’ shit.” We get 
the point. The point gets to us. This may be a hard road 
as many have said, but it does point forward. This is in 
many ways a fortunate life we lead. I hear that the next 
solo will be the one. v

For more information, visit martyehrlich.com. Ehrlich is at 
Middle Collegiate Church Jan. 12th, Jazz Standard Jan. 
14th as part of an Andrew Hill tribute, City Winery Jan. 
20th as part of a Thomas Chapin fundraiser and Greenwich 
House Music School Jan. 23rd as a leader. See Calendar. 
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including Muhal Richard Abrams, Anthony Braxton, John 
Carter, Jack DeJohnette, Julius Hemphill, Andrew Hill, 
Wadada Leo Smith and John Zorn. His honors include a 
Guggenheim Fellowship in Composition, the Peter Ivers 
Visiting Artist Residency at Harvard University, composition 
grants from Chamber Music America and NYFA and a 
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Take (More Than) Five 
by Katie Bull

The VOXNews 2013 top vocal picks have a sonic 
indelibility that is undeniable. But in truth, hundreds 
of extraordinary recordings and live performances 
resounded last year; here are only a few of the many 
that are memorable.
 “Someday soon we all will be together, if the fates 
allow,” intoned the wise young sage Cécile McLorin 
Salvant as she sang Hugh Martin’s “Have Yourself A 
Merry Little Christmas” on the Rose Hall stage with 
the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra last month. In a 
class of her own, the 2010 Monk Competition winner 
patiently, architecturally yet spontaneously built 
deeply expressive phrasing from innocent whispers, 
gutsy calls and ethereal coloratura, the highest notes of 
which exquisitely invoked starlight. Salvant’s 2013 
Grammy-nominated album WomanChild (Mack 
Avenue) is an instant classic. Hear her live at Lycée 
Français (Jan. 9th) and Le Poisson Rouge (Jan. 12th). 
 Two European vocal artists relatively unknown 
here in the US are experimental greats on the 
international scene. Their 2013 albums pushed the 
limits of vocal jazz and herald the coming sounds. 
Polish singer Grzegorz Karnas’ Audio Beads (BMC) 
hooks the ear from the first bended note his bassist 

digs into, spilling around trance-like with an 
undulating groove and a thick husky sound that moves 
resonance into every part of his body. As mentioned in 
previous columns, any and all of the brilliant Swiss 
vocalist Andreas Schaerer’s albums stand out, 
unparalleled. 2013’s Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met: Live at 
Jazzwerkstatt Bern (Jazzwerkstatt Bern), a duo with 
percussionist Lucas Niggli, is the most recent example 
of Schaerer’s prolific and relentless ability to explore 
and expand what we think we know. 
 And then there is the oracle Andy Bey. The epitome 
of vocal honesty, he has garnered a well-deserved 2013 
Grammy nomination for The World According to Andy 
Bey (HighNote), self-accompanying on the piano. One 
hears blues, rhythm and blues and gospel edges 
pouring into his world as he sings, “There’s so many 
ways to approach the blues, but there’s really only one 
way to tell the truth.” Bey knows the way.  
 Another one of the best male singers on the scene 
in 2013 is Pete McGuinness. Also a trombone player, 
his Voice Like A Horn (Summit) reveals unparalleled 
lightning-fast scatting. In addition, he is a bandleader 
and arranger - a major talent. In an unforgettable CD 
release performance at the classy club Smoke in 
September, McGuinness’ pitch-perfect horn-sliding 
lines blazed into the night. He brought the house 
down. This man is at the top of his game. 
 Two more of the best live performances share a 
thread. René Marie and Rhiannon are shamans when 

they sing. Both women have offered in bios that they 
shed domestic abuse years ago. These singers are fully 
liberated and offering their free spirits in song. In 
Marie’s 2013 release, I Wanna Be Evil, With Love to 
Eartha Kitt (Motéma), she sings holding nothing back. 
Anyone who heard her completely uninhibited live 
performances at Jazz Standard in November knows 
she commands major wattage. Hear her at Zinc Bar as 
part of the Winter Jazzfest (Jan. 10th). Likewise 
Rhiannon changed sonic form like a medicine woman 
at the ShapeShifter Lab last October. Her musical 
morphing from mortal to bird and from ocean to sky 
was miraculous. 
 Finally, the following 2013 unearthed gems and 
reissues are simply priceless. The producers of Tony 
Bennett’s Live at the Sahara: Las Vegas, 1964 and Tony 
Bennett/Dave Brubeck The White House Sessions (Live 
1962) (Columbia-Legacy) ought to be knighted for 
finding these two royal gems of the iconic Bennett 
legacy. The Complete Chick Webb & Ella Fitzgerald Decca 
Sessions (1934-1941) (Mosaic), is a deluxe boxed set of 
Webb’s Orchestra, which, after his untimely death, 
became Ella Fitzgerald’s Orchestra. Her teen and early 
20s voice is captured in a reissued recording quality 
that brings Ella across the divide and into the room as 
if it was yesterday! Nina Simone’s Little Girl Blue 
(Bethlehem-Verse Music) is one of the deepest albums 
ever made and could be played one thousand times - it 
never gets old. v
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Come hear an open rehearsal and performance 
of  improvisational compositions at:

  Piano’s (upstairs lounge) 158 Ludlow St.
 No cover or reservations. Good food & good music!

  7:30-10PM   1/13/14, 2/10/14
This unique new residency features composers 
whose work include improvisation as a 
significant compositional device. With a new 
composition each session, this is an inside view 
of  how composers and musicans work. After 
the hour rehearsal, there will be a performance 
of  the new piece. 
info contact: rocco@roccojohnmusic.com !
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CREATE 2013: Composers 
Workshop Series 

Rocco John Iacovone presents

http://www.nycjazzrecord.com
mailto:rocco%40roccojohnmusic.com?subject=re%3A%20CREATE%202013%3A%20Composers%20Workshop%20Series
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